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ABSTRACT
Current perceptions of Instant Messaging (IM) use are based primarily on self-report studies. We logged thousands of (mostly) workplace IM conversations and evaluated their conversational characteristics and functions. Contrary to prior research, we found that the primary use of workplace IM was for complex work discussions. Only 28% of conversations were simple, single-purpose interactions and only 31% were about scheduling or coordination. Moreover, people rarely switched from IM to another medium when the conversation got complex. We found evidence of two distinct styles of use. Heavy IM users and frequent IM partners mainly used it to work together; to discuss a broad range of topics via many fast-paced interactions per day, each with many short turns and much threading and multitasking. Light users and infrequent pairs mainly used IM to coordinate; for scheduling, via fewer conversations per day that were shorter, slower-paced with less threading and multitasking.
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INTRODUCTION
Informal face-to-face (FTF) communication has been shown to serve many important functions in organizations, including complex coordination, problem solving, and social learning [9, 10, 11, 21]. Early attempts to build tools to support informal communication focused on audio and video environments [1, 4, 7, 19]. However, these attempts have not been widely adopted for several reasons, including the lack of support for core user tasks, cost, privacy concerns, and implementation difficulties [1, 9, 10, 20]. Instant Messaging (IM), in contrast, has become of great interest to the CSCW community because it is a tool that successfully supports informal communication [5, 6, 13, 14]. Nardi et al. [14], for example, reported cases where IM was preferred to informal FTF conversation because it is less intrusive and allows multitasking. Furthermore, IM has a huge base of users. Market reports indicate that over 140M people worldwide used IM at the end of 2000 [15]. In addition, IM is used by multiple populations for different purposes: It has been widely adopted by teenagers for socializing, and by adults for both social and work purposes [5, 14]. This suggests that IM merits detailed study. A better understanding of the properties of IM that enable it to support informal communication would help in the design of other novel technologies for supporting informal communication.

Most of our initial understanding of the use of instant messaging comes from self-reports, primarily interview studies [3, 5, 6, 13, 14] or marketing surveys [12, 15, 16]. While helpful for getting a sense of IM practices, these studies usually have been based on relatively small sets of users and little direct observation of instant messaging activity. We were in the fortunate position of being able to collect a large sample of direct observations: over 21,000 IM conversations by 437 users. This should enable us to provide a more accurate picture of IM usage characteristics. We also evaluated these IM conversations qualitatively to refine our understanding of IM functions. We begin by summarizing previous findings.

Current claims about IM usage
Descriptions of IM from prior studies fall into three areas: (1) the character or properties of IM conversations, (2) the functions of IM, i.e. the tasks it is used to support, and (3) the pattern of IM use, i.e. how frequently people use IM and with whom.

Conversational Character. Three main observations are made about the character of IM, namely (a) that IM conversations are brief, (b) that media switching is prevalent, and (c) that multitasking is common while conversing in IM [3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The first observation about the character of IM is that conversations are brief, addressing a single purpose. They focus on rapid exchanges (e.g. questions and answers) and brief interactions to coordinate conversations in other media (e.g. scheduling impromptu phone or FTF meetings). A few studies have mentioned one exception, noting that IM is sometimes used over long periods of time, with each person sending messages sporadically while primarily focusing on other activities [5, 14].

A second point about the character of IM is that media switching is prevalent [3, 14]. Two main reasons for media switching are cited. First, the conversation becomes too complex to continue in IM, so participants agree to switch to phone or FTF interaction. For example, Connell et al. [3] stated, “Each new technology has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, instant messaging is quick and
efficient for brief interactions, but when discussion becomes complicated, people often find themselves abandoning the chat and picking up the phone.” Second, users switch from IM to another media when participants initiate an IM conversation to arrange an impromptu phone or FTF interaction [13]. In either case, the implication is that IM has limitations for anything more complex than simple and brief interactions.

Finally, multitasking is thought to be prevalent in IM. Several studies note that a major benefit of IM is that conversations can take place while carrying out other activities. Nardi et al. [14], for example, report that users liked that they could respond to quick IM questions from coworkers while engaged in another task, such as talking on the telephone, or processing documents or email. In other cases, IM was deliberately used to set up a parallel communication channel, e.g., to have a private side conversation during an audio conference. Descriptions of teenagers’ use of IM also highlight multitasking, reporting how they carry on multiple simultaneous conversations while surfing the web, answering email, watching TV, or talking on the phone [5].

**Functions.** In their study of IM usage in the workplace, Nardi et al. [14] interviewed 20 workplace users and concluded that IM is used primarily for four functions, variations of which are frequently mentioned in other research [3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 15, 16]. These functions include (1) quick questions and clarifications, (2) coordination and scheduling work tasks, (3) coordinating impromptu social meetings, and (4) keeping in touch with friends and family.

The first category, quick questions and clarifications, is most commonly mentioned in other reports. IM is reported to be highly effective for asking quick questions of coworkers, who can respond rapidly without the overhead of telephone or FTF interaction. For example, IDC reports, “Users see IM as a medium for quick, semi-permanent ‘flashes’ that beg a near-immediate response” [12].

Other sources point to the role of IM in scheduling meetings or arranging impromptu discussions. IM is reported to be valuable in allowing remote coworkers to set up impromptu phone and FTF conversations [14]. Colleagues who share a physical environment can hold impromptu conversations when they encounter each other [9, 10, 21]. IM provides information about the availability of remote coworkers, enabling similar opportunistic conversations. Milewski & Smith [13] found that a team of researchers frequently used IM to coordinate impromptu phone calls among members of the group.

Nardi et al.’s [14] third and fourth categories focus on the social uses of IM, which are echoed in other reports. IM is used to keep in touch with friends and colleagues and to arrange impromptu social meetings. The perception that IM is used primarily for this purpose has led employers to be circumspect about sanctioning the official use of IM at work. One market survey reported, “‘Fear of losing employee productivity’ was the greatest concern of businesses in regards to instant messaging” [15]. Another indicated that IM is used for “non-business chatting with colleagues, and this fact made even current users feel that IM was a ‘less serious’ business tool than email” [12].

**Patterns of Use.** While there is some consensus about the primary functions and character of IM, less is known about patterns of IM usage. A few studies estimate how many people users have on their buddy lists (lists of contacts) and how frequently users exchange messages, but these vary. Reports on average numbers of buddies range from about 7 to 14, with some users having as many as 30 [5, 12, 16]. In one survey, 81.3% of respondents reported using IM “daily,” with the remainder using it “weekly” [15]. Another survey indicated that 90% used IM daily, and those users reported having an average of 3.2 exchanges per day [16].

More importantly, that report suggested that there are two types of users: “intense” users who exchange many messages per day and “mainstream” users who exchange a few messages per day. However, it did not address whether those two user groups use IM fundamentally differently. Research on email and voicemail suggests that frequency of use affects communication behavior [17, 18]. Furthermore, previous work on FTF communication points to another potential factor: prior experience with a conversational partner [2, 21]. We plan to investigate the effects of both these factors (frequency of IM use and frequency of pairwise interaction) on IM usage.

To summarize, early studies suggest the following:

- **IM conversations have a specific character:** they tend to be brief and cover a single topic, and both media switching and multitasking are prevalent. However, IM may also be used for longer, intermittent interactions between established coworkers and friends.

- **IM is used for four main functions:** quick question and clarifications, coordinating impromptu work-related or phone meetings, coordinating impromptu social meetings, and keeping in touch.

The goal of this paper is to examine these observations using a large data sample. A primary hypothesis is that both the functions and character of IM usage vary depending on pattern of use, which is affected by: (1) how often each partner used IM and (2) how often pairs interacted with each other.

**METHOD**

**System**

We examined IM conversations logged on a prototype instant messenger application called Hubbub [8]. Hubbub is similar to other IM products in that it has a “buddy list” that provides awareness of and access to potential conversational partners, and it supports near-synchronous text-based interactions between two users. Hubbub has other features that distinguish it from other IMs. Specifically, Hubbub users have a Sound ID (short tune) that their buddies hear each time they become active on their computer, enabling users to maintain a background
awareness of their buddies. Hubbub also provides easily visible cues indicating each buddy’s level and duration of activity. Hubbub also allows users to send “sound IMs,” or brief canned musical sequences that have meaning (e.g. “hi,” “cool!,” “thanks”). And while in a conversation, each user can see whether their partner is typing in their IM window, has focus in the window, or has focus outside that window (corresponding to speaking, listening, and not paying attention). These features might affect some characteristics of IM conversations when compared to other IM systems, but they are unlikely to affect their functions.

**Users**

In August 2000, a small group AT&T Labs professionals began using Hubbub as part of Hubbub’s iterative development process. This *initial group* comprised 28 researchers, software engineers, administrative assistants, and managers who worked at one of four sites, two in New Jersey, one in California, with one person in Texas. A revised version of Hubbub was released to the public in late January 2001 (see www.HubbubMe.com for free download info). Hubbub was announced in an AT&T company email, and demos were given at various venues, including customer events and a CHI conference. As a prerequisite for using Hubbub, all users agreed to have their messages logged. Interviews and the logs indicated that logging had little effect on discussion topics or style of interaction. People often said they forgot they were being logged, and we saw logs of sensitive topics, e.g. personnel problems, news that had to be released with careful timing.

During the 16 months period between August 2000 and November 2001, 1,031 people ran Hubbub at least once, but many just tried it out and never became regular users. Since our goal was to understand stable IM behavior, we included only users who ran Hubbub for at least five days (a business week) and had at least 5 conversations, leaving 437 users. We call this the *full group* of users. Their email addresses suggest that about half worked for AT&T (all over the US); other users came from other .com, .net, and .edu domains, with small groups from Canada, Portugal, and Australia. Informal analyses of logged conversations suggest that most users were adults at work, but some used it from home and others from multiple locales (two workplaces or workplace and home). Some appeared to be teenagers, presumably at home. Many users seemed familiar with other IMs; they used standard IM jargon and etiquette, and sometimes mentioned other IMs.

**Measures**

We grouped these users’ messages into units of *conversations*, which we defined as a sequence of messages in which no two messages are separated by more than 5 minutes. We then removed conversations between any pair of users who had fewer than five conversations overall, since some exploration of Hubbub’s sound messages and other unique features often took place before interactions settled into a stable pattern. This left a corpus of 303,648 messages comprising 21,213 conversations between 692 pairs of users over the 16 months of the study. From these conversations, we computed a variety of quantitative measures to learn about their characteristics.

To understand whether IM behavior is affected by how frequently each partner used IM and how frequently the pair IMed with one other, we further divided the conversations. First, we classified *Users* into two groups, *Heavy* and *Light*. Heavy users were those who averaged 3 or more conversations per day (cpd), and Light users had fewer than 3 cpd *with any partner*. (We counted only those days in which they ran Hubbub and were active on their computer, which for many people excluded weekends.) We divided *Pairs* into two groups: *Frequent* and *Infrequent*. Frequent pairs averaged one or more conversation per day; Infrequent pairs had fewer than one cpd *with each other*. This gave us 6 groups: Frequent Pairs of Heavy-Heavy Users (H-H), Frequent Pairs of Heavy-Light Users (H-L), Frequent Pairs of Light-Light Users (L-L), and Infrequent Pairs of H-H, H-L, and L-L Users (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Heavy-Heavy users (H-H)</th>
<th>Heavy-Light users (H-L)</th>
<th>Light-Light users (L-L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequent</td>
<td>8,846</td>
<td>2,570</td>
<td>2,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrequent</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>4,036</td>
<td>2,591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Number of conversations for each group compared in the IM analyses.**

Given these definitions, 15.4% of our sample included Heavy users, averaging 5.1 cpd; the other 84.6% (Light users), averaged 1.0 cpd. For pairs, 21.0% were Frequent, averaging 2.4 conversations with one another per day; the remaining 79.0% (Infrequent pairs) averaged 0.3 cpd.

To learn what people were discussing in the conversations, we conducted a content analysis on a smaller sample of the data. For example, we evaluated whether the partners were using IM to resolve a quick question, whether the partners switched from IM to a different medium, whether the conversation included threading, and whether the partners discussed scheduling, a work issue, personal matters, and so on. For logistical reasons, the content analysis was done only on a subset of the *initial group’s* conversations, which took place during the first 23 weeks of the study when the 28 AT&T Labs users ran Hubbub as part of its iterative development process. The corpus for the initial sample included 61,833 messages exchanged between 138 pairs of users, comprising 3,096 conversations. Because content analysis is very time consuming, we coded 500 conversations from this initial sample, randomly choosing a representative portion of conversations from each pair of IM partners. We included 100 conversations from each category shown in Table 1, except there were no cases of Frequent pairs of two Light users in this sample. All conversations were assessed by two coders independently. The coders agreed to varying degrees on different measures, but overall, they agreed 94% of the time, and all categories had over 90% agreement.

In the next section, we discuss the character of the conversations, and how it varied for different patterns of
use—noting when the data come from the full vs. initial group of users. Then we look at the functions of IM, again considering how that was affected by pattern of use. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings.

**CONVERSATIONAL CHARACTER**

**Overall usage**

First, we examine the basic characteristics of instant messaging.

**Frequency and Duration.** Overall, the full group had an average of 6.2 people on their buddy list, and averaged 1.7 conversations per day. The range was broad, from 15.5 cpd for the most active user to 0.1 for the least, and the distribution had a long tail of infrequent users. Participants were active on Hubbub an average of 43 days, with a range from 5 days (our minimum to be included in the sample) to 450 days, stretched out over the 16 months of the study.

Conversations lasted an average of 4 min 23 secs, with an exchange of 17.2 turns (or messages). Each turn consisted of an average of 13.5 words, with a turn gap of 24 seconds. These results are in keeping with data about other workplace interactions, which indicate that both phone and FTF conversations tend to be short, frequent, intermittent, and unscheduled [9, 21]. Estimates of workplace FTF conversations range from 2 to 15 minutes [10, 21], and interactions in a lightweight desktop videoconference system averaged about 3 minutes [19]. So IM conversations are indeed short, as expected, but that may be the result of being impromptu rather than being in IM. Other impromptu forms of workplace interaction are comparable in duration.

**Media switching.** Many studies have drawn attention to the phenomenon of media switching, where IM is used to coordinate conversations in another medium. We present two examples of media switching to indicate how this works. In the first case, the purpose of the conversation is to set up the phone call. Bianca notices that Lars is idle and asks if she can call when he returns. (In all examples, all identifying information has been changed, but punctuation, capitalization, and typos are preserved.)

**13:38:19** Lars goes idle
**13:39:15** Bianca becomes active
**13:40:12** Bianca: Hi Lars, when you return and you have a minute, can I call you? I'd like to talk further about the website.
**13:42:12** Lars: Hi Bianca, I'm here now... I actually was thinking of messaging you about it... so go ahead and give me a call.
**13:42:08** Bianca: OK. what's yr extension?
**13:42:12** Lars: 1234

In this second example, Keri calls someone to a pre-arranged meeting.

**13:30:41** Keri: time for the meeting!!!
**13:31:42** Keri: we are in trev’s office.

According to the content analysis of the initial users’ conversations, people did indicate they were switching from IM to another medium, but not especially often. In 15.6% of the conversations, users switched to phone (6.8%) or FTF (8.8%), and they switched to asynchronous media (email, Web, or fax) in another 2.2% of the conversations. Usually, they used IM to arrange an impromptu meeting (7.8% of conversations) or to call together the participants of a pre-arranged meeting (7.2%). Rarely did they switch to another medium in mid-conversation when IM became inadequate (2.8%), although they may have done so without mentioning it in IM.

So when people switched from IM, it was almost always when they intentionally used IM to initiate a meeting, not because IM became inadequate for their needs, as is commonly reported. This practice of using IM to call together the participants of a pre-arranged meeting is a function not mentioned in previous reports.

**Multitasking.** To see whether users were multitasking while messaging with others, we looked at the number of times they moved their focus out of the window during conversations. (Multitasking can happen without moving out of the window, but this is a good approximation.) Remember that Hubbub indicates when one’s IM partner has moved out of the window, which may discourage people from doing so to avoid appearing rude, so our measure is likely to be lower than other IMs (which typically indicate only whether the other person is typing). The full group of users moved out of the window an average of 3.8 times per conversation, about once every 70 seconds, and in 85.7% of the conversations at least one person multitasked. (This does not include cases where one person sent a message and never got a response, but it does include cases when someone didn’t get an immediate response, moved out of the window, and then returned when the response came, so it is a high estimate of attention switching.) These results indicate that even in the workplace, users were frequently doing other things while also carrying on IM conversations, despite knowing their partner could see them doing it.

That parallel activity could be related to the conversation, as when someone opens a document to find information requested by the other person. We found in the content analysis that 10.0% of the conversations within the initial group included discussions of content viewed in another application. It appears that the bulk of multitasking occurred because participants were doing unrelated activity while also chatting with a partner.

Conducting multiple simultaneous IM conversations was much rarer. Among the full group, only 4.3% of users’ conversations overlapped at least one other. However, 77% of users never overlapped conversations; among those who did, 9.7% of their conversations overlapped one or more others. The highest number of simultaneous conversations observed was 4, with the vast majority being two at a time.

**Pattern of use**

Next we considered whether the character of the conversations varied depending on usage pattern, specifically based on how often each partner used IM and
on how frequently the pair interacted. We found that there were two distinct styles of IM use.

The following two conversations illustrate the two styles. First is a conversation between two heavy IM users who interacted frequently. (Turns in curly braces indicate a sound instant messages, e.g. \{bye\} indicates the user played the sound IM for “bye.”)

[20:08:44] Keri: oops, I just realized I hadn't sent out the message about getting things to me by saturday (it was buried under a slew of ppt and biz plan windows).
[20:08:54] Sara: yeah, I noticed that
[20:08:58] Sara: actually,
[20:09:05] Keri: so anyhow I just sent that, and also my first pass.
[20:09:12] Sara: I modified the template a bit to allow more room for the Technology vs Program roadmap
[20:09:22] Sara: so I was going to resend it
[20:09:43] Sara: Oh, and I was going to include my first pass, so let me send it to you, and then you can put it together
[20:09:50] Sara: and give feedback -- I don't think Roger’s going to like what I have
[20:09:56] Sara: I'll do that now...
[20:09:59] Sara moves out of window
[20:09:59] Keri: but I also ended up putting in a slide after tech road map that is our year 1 and year 2 goals.
[20:10:08] Sara moves into window
[20:10:13] Keri: great. I'm going to go home and I'll get it there. my kitties are probably starving...
[20:10:13] Sara: oh, okay, that's good
[20:10:18] Sara: {okay}
[20:10:21] Sara: {bye}

In less than two minutes, this pair exchanged 17 turns with short gaps between messages. In several places they thread their messages (as when Keri says “great” in response to Sara’s “I’ll do that now”). Some thoughts were broken into multiple turns, as when Sara sends three connected messages in a row.

Contrast this with the following conversation between two Light users who interacted infrequently. It includes 14 turns over more than 6 minutes, with longer turns and longer gaps between turns. Each message is a complete thought, and there is no threading.

[14:01:22] Bob: {hit}
[14:01:32] Bob: Have you learned anything adequate from this call?
[14:01:43] Sam: well, the note on teh [project] was interesting.
[14:01:56] Bob: what do you think the upshot is?
[14:02:09] Sam: sounds like they would be willing to consider funding a separate portion of the work [on the project].
[14:02:32] Bob: perhaps we should have a direct conversation with Nick about his views and how we can make it valuable for him?
[14:02:47] Sam: yes, that would be good.
[14:03:20] Bob: only q would be whether to include Jack or one of his folks (I think he referred to his org) and do this 3-way...
[14:03:33] Sam moves out of window

Pairs of Heavy IMers exchanged more turns than did pairs of Heavy-Light users, who exchanged more turns than did two Light users. Interestingly, conversations between two Light users lasted the longest compared to those between H-L and H-H users. This pattern occurs partially because pairs with two Heavy users typed fewer words per turn and more often threaded their conversations than did H-L pairs, who did so more than L-L pairs. As a result, interactions including Heavy users had shorter turn gaps than those between Light users.

On the other hand, Heavy users were more likely to multi-task and less likely to send sound IMs (which are quick to send) than were Light users. These behaviors should have made for slower-paced interactions, but that was not the case. So conversations including Heavy users were more intense than those without Heavy users, in that they had
more turns (especially text turns) in a shorter amount of time, despite users’ multitasking during the conversations. (Again, Hubbub’s indication of the other person’s attention and typing activity may have reduced threading and multitasking. Some mainly Light users told us they disliked threading and used the information to determine when to type and when to wait for a response.)

**How often the pair interacted.** The characteristics of conversations were affected slightly differently by the frequency of the pairs’ interaction. Table 3 shows how the same conversational properties differed for Frequent and Infrequent pairs. Frequent pairs interacted for longer periods at a stretch and used fewer words per turn than did Infrequent pairs. However, they had a longer turn gap even though they had more threading, probably because they moved out of the window more often. In fact, users were especially likely to multitask if the pair consisted of H-H or H-L users, *p*<.001, indicating that both factors affected multitasking. Surprisingly, the first message of a conversation was responded to more quickly when the pair was Infrequent than when it was Frequent (28 secs vs. 35 secs, *p*<.001). Perhaps politeness dictated responding more quickly when the message was from an infrequent partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Frequent Pair</th>
<th>Infrequent Pair</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration** (mins)</td>
<td>4:38</td>
<td>3:57</td>
<td>4:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Turns</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Text turns</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sound turns**</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words per turn**</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn gap (secs)**</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threading (% convs)**</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Times moved out of window**</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Characteristics of IM conversations based on how frequently the pair interacted. **p*<.001.

**Other Characteristics.** In the content analysis of the initial group’s conversations, we also looked at other aspects of conversations, including openings, closings, and whether conversations were continued from previous Hubbub IMs that day. We found that IMs between Frequent pairs were much more likely to cover topics mentioned in a previous IM that day than those between Infrequent pairs (44% vs. 27%, *p*<0.01), whereas there was no effect based on the frequency with which each partner used IM. (This effect occurred partially because Infrequent pairs less often had multiple conversations per day.) So just as with FTF interactions, people who frequently interacted over IM often discussed topics over the course of the day, updating each other as news developed [21].

Given that, we expected to find fewer explicit openings among Frequent pairs, since many conversations were continuations of others. Surprisingly, this was not so, perhaps because a greeting is also a way to get someone’s attention, which was required with each new conversation. However, Frequent pairs exchanged fewer explicit closings than did Infrequent pairs (21% vs. 36% of conversations, *p*<0.01), perhaps because they expected to IM more later. Also, Frequent pairs were more likely than Infrequent pairs to explicitly interrupt their conversations, usually because someone had entered the room or they had received a phone call (17% vs. 8% of conversations, *p*<0.01). This may be due to several factors. Since their conversations were longer, they had more opportunity for interruption, and since they interacted often, they may have been more willing to take interruptions.

**Summary.** What emerges is a picture of two styles of use. Heavy IM users had many, fast-paced interactions with many short turns in a short amount of time. They carried on several threads in the same conversation and frequently moved out of the window to do other tasks. Light IMers’ interactions were longer and slower paced with longer turns, slower turn gaps, and less threading and multitasking. If two users interacted with each other often, they had longer discussions that more often covered topics they’d previously discussed in IM. They more often interrupted their conversation to handle other matters, and they were less likely to close their interactions. This story is similar to others told about close collaborators who work together in the same location. They tend to have many brief interactions that often follow up on previous issues, usually without openings or closings [9,21].

**FUNCTIONS OF IM**

We explored the functions for which people used IM in the content analysis of the initial group’s conversations. We start by evaluating existing descriptions of IM, and then explore other functions.

**Simple questions and information**

As mentioned, a common impression of IM is that it is used for quick questions and clarifications. Rather than defining this category in terms of time, we tried to capture its essence by focusing on “simple questions and information,” defined as conversations that covered a single topic and stayed focused on accomplishing a goal, ending when the issue was resolved. (Most such Simple conversations were also quick, i.e. fewer than 12 turns.) They could be initiated either with a question or information, but messages that got no response were excluded. The following is an example of a Simple question and information conversation. The partners accomplish their goal in just 43 secs with 8 turns.

```
[16:14:03] Lenny: Ricky-- did Peggy stop by with the disk yet?
[16:14:20] Lenny: great, thanks
[16:14:23] Lenny: {bye}
[16:14:33] Ricky: i'll drop it off at your place on the way home
[16:14:37] Ricky: {bye}
[16:14:38] Lenny: see youthen
[16:14:46] Ricky: {okay}
```

{Ricky: and Lenny}
A total of 139 conversations (27.8% of the sample) were coded as Simple questions and information. Nearly all of them were work-related: 91.4% work vs. 8.6% personal, which is 25.4% and 2.4% of the whole sample of conversations, respectively.

Conversations were more likely to be Simple and if they were carried out by an Infrequent pair than by a Frequent pair (Table 5) and if they included a Light user (Table 4). Frequent pairs with two Heavy users were the least likely to have Simple question and info conversations (14.0%).

So IM was indeed used to handle Simple issues, but that was not the most common use. About 72% of the interactions were not Simple questions and information. In addition, Heavy IMers and Frequent IM pairs were even less likely to use IM this way.

### Table 4. Percentage of conversations that included messages related to each function, based on how frequently each partner used IM. **=p<.001. (Significance based on Chi-Square analyses.)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Heavy-Heavy Users</th>
<th>Heavy-Light Users</th>
<th>Light-Light Users</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple**</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sched/Coord**</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal**</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saying &quot;hi&quot;</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No resp**</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Percentage of conversations that included messages related to each function, based on how frequently each partner used IM. **=p<.001. (Significance based on Chi-Square analyses.)

Whether a conversation focuses on a Simple question or piece of info is in principle independent of its function. We developed several broad categories of functions to capture what people were accomplishing in IM. Each conversation may have had more than one function. Tables 4 and 5 show the percentage of conversations that accomplished each of the functions, relative to how often the partners used IM (Table 4) and how often the pairs interacted (Table 5).

### Table 5. Percentage of conversations that included messages related to each function, based on frequency of pair interaction. +p<.05, *=p<.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Frequent Pair</th>
<th>Infrequent Pair</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple*</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sched/Coord</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal+</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saying &quot;hi&quot;</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response*</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Percentage of conversations that included messages related to each function, based on frequency of pair interaction. +p<.05, *=p<.01.

**Scheduling and coordination**

We considered a conversation “scheduling or coordination” if it related to the coordination of the participants’ activities, including meetings and appointments, right then or in the future. Note that scheduling and coordination conversations can also be Simple, since they can be single-purpose and quickly resolved. The following is an example of a scheduling conversation. Carla establishes Margaret’s availability and then schedules a time for a FTF meeting:

[11:03:34] Margaret becomes active
[11:04:00] Carla: so are you back from your meeting?
[11:04:11] Margaret: do you have time now?
[11:04:19] Carla: can I come down in 10 minutes?
[11:04:28] Carla: see you then
[11:05:00] Margaret: {okay}

As shown in Table 4, 30.8% of the conversations included a discussion about scheduling or coordination. Again, most were work-related, comprising 85.7% of all scheduling conversations (26.4% overall), with only 14.3% personal (4.4% overall). Of all scheduling conversations, 39.0% were considered Simple. More of the work scheduling conversations were Simple (40.1%) than were personal ones (31.8%). In other words, when people discussed personal scheduling issues, they were more likely to discuss other topics as well, whereas work-scheduling conversations more often accomplished the goal and ended. Still, few scheduling conversations were personal.

Frequency of scheduling conversations varied depending on how often each partner used IM, but not on frequency of pair interaction. As Table 4 shows, two Light users were more likely to discuss scheduling and coordination than were H-L pairs, and far more than were H-H pairs. Both Frequent and Infrequent pairs had scheduling conversations about a third of the time (Table 5). However, Frequent pairs’ scheduling conversations were more likely than Infrequent pairs’ to be about personal issues (9.5% vs. 1.0%, p<.001), and Light users were more likely to have work-related scheduling conversations than were Heavy users (14.0% for H-H; 29.0% for H-L; 46.0% for L-L, p<.001). In other words, personal scheduling conversations were rare, but when they happened, they were more often between Heavy IM users and Frequently interacting pairs.

So IM was used more often for scheduling and coordination than for Simple questions and info, although often these discussions were Simple. Still, this category did not cover the largest percentage of the discussions.

**Social talk**

Despite the perception that IM is commonly used for social purposes in the workplace [12, 14, 15], it was relatively rare for our users to chat about personal matters in IM. Overall, 13.0% of conversations included any personal topics, and only 6.4% were exclusively personal. In this example of a purely personal conversation, a married couple discusses plans for dinner, getting home, and doing errands.

[16:03:59] Trev: take out sushi sounds good to me
[16:05:24] Leah becomes active
[16:05:27] Leah: I think its a great idea too. are you going to ride home in this rain or are you coming with me. we still need to get
[16:05:29] Leah: dana’s money
[16:06:18] Trev: I am on the phone at the mo but I think that I will still ride unless it gets awful how much money do I need
[16:06:41] Leah: we just need 540 right?
[16:06:54] Trev: [yes]

Heavy IMers were more likely to discuss personal matters than Light ones were, and there was a suggestion that Frequent pairs were more likely than Infrequent pairs to cover personal topics. However, for all groups, discussions of personal issues were relatively rare, even including conversations that covered both work and personal matters.

The main purpose of workplace IM: Talking about work
If people were discussing scheduling only a quarter of the time and they rarely discussed social matters, what are they discussing most of the time? By far the most common purpose of these workplace IM conversations was to discuss or carry out work. Overall 62% of conversations were about work. We divided this category into three areas:

- **Work Talk**: Discussions that furthered the work activity of the two people involved.
- **Doing Work**: Carrying out a work activity in another medium while discussing it through IM
- **Work-Related Talk**: Discussions about any other work-related topic, including administrative issues, personnel, computer trouble, work that others were doing, company news, etc.

Here is a conversation considered Work Talk, since it furthered work on Jamie and Trev’s project:  

[16:43] Trev: hi jamie  
[16:44] Jamie: Just finished talking with Brett. Will write up some notes  
[16:48] Jamie: Big question: we assuming IMAP for everyone or also POP3?  
[16:50] Trev: Is this apache authentication?  
[16:52] Jamie: no idea--all thru a web UI to my webhosting service.

Any work topic that was not Work Talk or Doing Work was considered Work-related. Overall, 61.8% of all conversations involved any type of work. Most were either Work-related (54.0%) or Work Talk (49.8%). Many fewer were Doing Work through IM (12.0%). Table 6 shows the percentages of each type of work discussion relative to all IM conversations and to all IMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Type</th>
<th>convs</th>
<th>% of work IMs</th>
<th>% of all IMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work Talk</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-related</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing Work</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Frequency of types of work conversations. (Conversations could be in more than one category.)

Work talk was not affected by pattern of use. That is, most conversations across all groups related to work. Frequent pairs discussed work 62.5% of the time and Infrequent pairs did so 61.3% of the time (ns). Conversations between two Heavy users were about work 65.5% of the time, 63.5% for H-L, and 51.0% for L-L (ns).

Looking at the categories of work discussions, only Doing Work was discussed more by certain groups. Two Heavy users more often carried out work while discussing it through IM than any others (13.5% of their conversations vs. 2.0% for H-L pairs and 6.0% for L-L, p<.001). There was also a suggestion that Heavy users were more likely to have Work Talk than were Light users (39.0% for H-H, 27.5% for H-L, 21.0% for L-L, p<.05).

Among this workplace community, then, the primary use of IM was to talk about or carry out work, which most often involved extended and complex interactions -- only 26.5% of them were about Simple questions or info. This finding is important because it contradicts the common perception
of IM as a tool primarily used for quick questions, scheduling, and social chitchat. The most common use – complex work discussions – has been overlooked.

Saying “hi”
We found one other function of the IMs in our sample: just saying “hi,” although it happened rarely (5.4%). In some cases, the users exchanged the Hubbub sound IM for “hi,” but more often they had a quick exchange, such as this one, which occurred when Lars heard Bianca’s Sound ID:

[16:22:10] Bianca becomes active
[16:23:03] Lars: Sorry... I just sent you email, then heard your tune, so I couldn’t resist
[16:23:23] Lars: Say hi to them for me!
[16:23:50] Lars: And let me know if you have problems [with the website] or if the instructions aren't clear.

We did not include cases when someone said “hi” but received no response, since that was a common way to start an interaction. The number of “saying ‘hi’” conversations was small, but there was a suggestion that two Heavy IMers who didn’t message each other much were the most likely to just say “hi” (13.0% of their conversations). No other group did so more than 6.0% of the time (p<.05). Hubbub may have prompted more “saying ‘hi’” conversations than other IMs might because the Sound IDs made it easy to notice remote colleagues when they became available, and the “hi” sound IM was easy to send.

No response and “sticky notes”
Independent of their functions, we discovered that 23.6% of the initial group’s “conversations” consisted of one person sending one or more messages and getting no response, at least within our five-minute conversation cutoff. Although this is good portion of the conversations, it is low compared with estimates of unanswered phone calls and attempts to start impromptu desktop videoconferences. In previous workplace studies, 62% of phone calls didn’t connect with their intended recipient [17, 21], and 75% of attempts to start desktop videoconferences received no response [19].

The lower IM percentage may be because IM recipients could respond up to 5 minutes after receiving a message, whereas the other media require a response within seconds. Also, Hubbub offers awareness cues that indicate whether the other person is available. (Other IMs offer some awareness cues, but they are less extensive and precise.) The fact that Light users and Infrequent pairs were more likely to get no response to their first message (Tables 4 & 5) indicates that people did learn to use this awareness info.

In a third of the cases when the recipient did not respond (33.9%), the sender appeared to use IM as a sticky note. That is, they offered some information that the other person could act on without needing to respond. Some examples include, “ok, I’m done talking to Gita,” and “Therz’s an extra ham sandwich down here if u want it.” This technique broadens IM’s usefulness. Some users told us that they sometimes intentionally used IM as a sticky note rather than sending email because they knew it would be visible as soon as the person returned to their computer, and it would be easier to retrieve and respond to than voicemail, as reported in [14].

DISCUSSION
These findings suggest the need to re-examine certain beliefs about workplace IM use. Prior research on the functions of IM has emphasized its use for rapid single-purpose exchanges, scheduling, and socializing. Our analysis suggests that these reports have over-emphasized those functions and greatly under-reported its use for extended work discussions, at least among workplace users. We also found that workplace IMs only occasionally turned to personal matters, and few were exclusively personal.

Previous research on IM character suggests that IM conversations are quick, and that multitasking and media switching are prevalent. We found that IM conversations were indeed short, lasting about 4½ minutes, but perhaps longer than expected, and comparable to other impromptu conversations, i.e. via FTF, phone, or desktop videoconferencing. We found that media switching was not especially common (16% of conversations) and very rarely occurred when the conversation became too complex (3%). Instead, when participants did switch media, they used IM deliberately to set up FTF or phone interactions or to call together participants of a meeting. People did frequently multitask while using IM (85% of conversations), as is often reported, but only about 23% of users carried on multiple simultaneous IMs and not that often (10%).

We discovered two styles of use, which we call working together and coordinating. Those who work together use IM for a range of collaborative activities. They have multipurpose discussions, sometimes for scheduling, but more often covering a range of complex work (and sometimes personal) topics. Their conversations are more intense: with many short messages in a short period of time, often threading their messages. They are more likely to take interruptions and less inclined to close their conversations. Furthermore, the intensity of these interactions makes them different from the slow-paced, intermittent style of use mentioned in other studies [5, 14]. Heavy IMers and pairs who interact frequently tend to use IM to work together, and therefore, more IM conversations are of this style.

Those who coordinate have short, single-purpose conversations, often to schedule interactions in another medium. Their conversations are relatively slow-paced: with fewer, longer turns with a minimum of threading. They multitask less often than those who work together, but still do so frequently. They are less likely to interrupt their conversations and are more likely to formally end them. Light IM users and pairs who interact infrequently are most likely to use IM to coordinate, and so fewer conversations overall are of this style.
How can we explain the discrepancies between our findings and those of prior studies? We believe the differences can be explained by three factors. First, some prior studies explored social IM use, primarily among teenagers, which is likely to be different from adults’ workplace IM use. Second, although we found that most conversations were of the working together style, more people used the coordination style, so interviews of small numbers of workers may uncover more coordination-style attributes. Third, in self-report studies, people tend to focus on salient, novel behaviors (e.g., bypassing rounds of email to quickly resolve issues, having many simultaneous conversations), taking for granted the ordinary ones (e.g. carrying out work). Content analyses based on logs, on the other hand, can’t capture users’ intentions or non-computer-based events (e.g. multitasking without leaving the IM window).

We note two caveats. First, while our quantitative results are based on a large data set, our content claims come from a much smaller and more homogenous population. Second, certain results regarding the character of IM may have been affected by Hubbub’s unique sound communication and enhanced awareness features, and so may vary from other IM products.

One design implication of these results is that, while it might help to make media switching easier by integrating IM with the phone, users might make use of such a feature less often than expected. People seem to be very effective at discussing complex work topics using just text. And since all users often multitask while IMing, it would be a mistake to tightly integrate IM with certain applications and make it difficult to move to others.

Our results also suggest that the characteristics of heavy IM use – multiple, brief, intermittent interactions per day with minimal closings – mirror the nature of impromptu pair-wise interactions in other media [9, 10, 21]. This finding reinforces the notion that these are key characteristics of lightweight, unplanned interactions. Other tools intended to support it must be designed to support those characteristics.

Overall, these results help explain why IM is often used for informal workplace communication, and why it is sometimes preferred to FTF communication [14]. IM supports a broad range of uses: not only rapid, single-purpose interactions, but also complex work activities.
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